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Abstract
A system of radio-connected microcontrollers was modified and a user interface was
created to allow an electric go kart, known as the Smart Kart and used for outreach and
recruiting by the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department, to be remotely operated
from a desktop computer.
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Introduction
The Smart Kart is an outreach and recruitment tool used by the UAH Department of
Electrical & Computer Engineering. Over the years, various features have been added by senior
design teams and Research & Creative Experience for Undergraduates (RCEU) students. In
2017, I was awarded an RCEU position to work on the cart for the summer, with goals of
restoring the kart to driving condition, implementing a reverse mode, and creating a way to
remotely control the kart from a computer. This thesis will first explain the basics of the Kart’s
operation in chapter 1, then explain how each of those goals was accomplished in chapters 2, 3,
and 4. Finally, in chapter 5, the ending status of the Kart and possible future work will be
discussed.
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Chapter 1: Smart Kart Overview
The Smart Kart is a one-person go kart with a roll cage, lights, a speaker, a radio, a
steering wheel with force feedback, a dashboard, acceleration and brake pedals, and an
adjustable seat with a five-point seat belt. The Kart is driven by an electric motor built for golf
carts and powered by a bank of lead-acid boat batteries, both located at the back of the kart. A
servo motor drives the steering mechanism in the front of the Kart.

Figure 1: The Smart Kart

The Kart is controlled by a variety of microcontrollers. The radio is a self-contained unit
with its own controls. A sound system, motion detection, and voice control are primarily
handled by a Raspberry Pi, which runs a script written in Python. The motor interfaces directly
with a RobotEq motor controller that runs scripts written in a language called MicroBasic, which
can be updated using an RS232 connection to a computer running a program called
Roborun+[1]. The other driving-related functions of the kart - reading in acceleration, braking,
dashboard, steering wheel, pedals, and turning - are handled by a radio-connected network of
microcontrollers made by Synapse and called SNAP Protoboards. The radio network is referred
to as the SNAP network, and anything connected to it is a SNAP node. All SNAP nodes run
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scripts written in a modified version of Python. The Kart has five SNAP protoboard nodes in
total - one for dashboard and steering wheel inputs along with steering wheel force feedback
control; one for pedal inputs; one for steering servo control; one for lights; and one for drive
control. The drive control node interfaces with the RobotEq motor controller.

Figure 2: A diagram of the connections for driving controls of the Kart. The blue circles are
relevant SNAP protoboard node locations. The orange lines are radio connections, and green
lines are wired connections.

Controls are physically localized to three places on the kart. Inputs and steering controls
are located at the front of the kart. Drive controls and power distribution are mounted on a
panel inside a large plastic box at the back of the kart. The radio, Raspberry Pi, and light
controls are located to the side of the driver’s seat.
The dashboard of the Smart Kart has two dial gauges, indicating speed and battery
voltage, and three lights, indicating reverse, remote operation mode, and low battery. Switches
under the reverse and remote lights control the reverse and remote modes of the Kart. These
switches and lights were installed on the Kart before the RCEU discussed in this thesis, but no
code was written to implement the reverse or remote functionalities at that time. The switches
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are not electrically connected directly to the lights; instead, both are electrically connected to
the nearest SNAP node.

Figure 3: The Smart Kart’s dashboard, showing the reverse light and switch on the right and the
remote light and switch on the left[2]

The pedals to control the Kart’s speed are on either side of the steering wheel column,
with the acceleration pedal on the right and the brake pedal on the left. Both use
potentiometers to determine the position of the pedals for electrical control of the Kart’s
speed. There is also a mechanical brake attached to the left pedal that engages when the pedal
is fully depressed, as a safety measure in case of code failure in a running Kart.

Figure 4: The Kart’s brake pedal, with a potentiometer and a mechanical brake link[2]
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The SNAP node nearest to the brake and accelerator pedals runs a script called DriveTx
(Tx and Rx are common communications abbreviations referring to Transmit and Receive,
respectively). In manual mode, DriveTx continuously reads the pedals’ potentiometer values
and determines whether the values fall into high, medium, low, or none ranges. The speed and
braking information is transmitted to the SNAP node on the back of the Kart, which is running a
script called DriveRx. This script receives information from the pedals and, using 2 general
purpose input/output (GPIO) pins, sends commands in “gray code” (no pins on = none, first pin
on = low, both pins on = medium, second pin on = high) to the motor controller. A script on the
motor controller interprets these pins and provides the corresponding amount of power to the
motor for the appropriate speed or electrical braking. If the Kart’s driver is stepping on both the
accelerator and the brake pedal, brake commands are prioritized. DriveRx also reads a Hall
effect rotation sensor and a voltage sensor to send speed and battery level information back to
DriveTx at the front, which displays the information on the dashboard using the gauges and low
battery light.
The SNAP node behind the Kart’s dashboard runs a script called SteeringTx. SteeringTx
reads in the angle of the steering wheel using an optical encoder. It implements force feedback
for the steering wheel by using a servo and a small timing belt to turn the steering wheel in the
opposite direction of the way the driver is turning it, as detected by the encoder. SteeringTx
also transmits the steering position to the SNAP module at the front of the Kart, which is
running a script called SteeringRx. SteeringRx uses the values of the steering wheel to turn the
servo motor that controls the Kart’s steering rack.
The SNAP node that controls the Kart’s lights and motion detection system runs a
script called Lights that does not transmit any information or receive information from any
other SNAP modules.
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Figure 5: A block diagram showing all controls components of the Smart Kart

Scripts on the SNAP protoboard nodes can be updated using a computer program called
Portal. Portal can also monitor network traffic and interact with the nodes through a console.
To work, the computer on which Portal is running needs to be connected to the node being
updated or to the SNAP network in some way, either through a serial/USB connection to a
protoboard or through a device that is meant to act as a “bridge node.”
The steering wheel angle to servo motor command conversion requires the steering
wheel values to be calibrated in the code. A button below the steering wheel initiates the
calibration routine, asking the driver to turn the wheel each direction to properly set the values
in the code.
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Chapter 2: Restoring the Kart to Operational Status
At the beginning of the RCEU session in which the work for this thesis was done, the
Smart Kart would not drive with a human in the Kart. Even when the Kart was empty, with
someone manually pushing on the accelerator pedal, the Kart had trouble moving. Placing a
weight in the front of the Kart helped the wheels gain traction, improved the situation slightly,
but was not an ideal solution. To investigate this problem, the back of the Kart was propped up
on a stool to elevate the back wheels and prevent the Kart from driving. The wheels spun freely
at three different speeds (about 1, 3, and 5mph, according to the Kart’s speedometer) when
the accelerator pedal was depressed by varying amounts, indicating that the drive control
scripts were working. One hypothesis was that the Kart didn’t have enough power to overcome
its own inertia. Another was that the Kart was drawing too much current and tripping a 25
Ampere circuit breaker when it tried to move any actual weight.
The motor controller was connected via an RS232 cable to a computer with Roborun+
installed to see the commands being sent to the motor and its power draw. The console in
Roborun+ showed that the motor power was set to 100 out of 1000 when the accelerator pedal
was in a low position, 150 out of 1000 in the medium position, and 200 out of 1000 in the high
position. Additionally, the maximum current value observed was about 10A when the wheels
were physically restrained and the speed set to high, indicating that the current draw was not
the issue. It was determined that the power levels had been set by the previous team to work
on the Kart, who had been told to set its maximum speed to 5mph but had calibrated to that
value with the wheels elevated and spinning freely rather than with a human in the Kart. The
power levels were changed to 200, 300, and 400, respectively, which resolved the issue and
allowed the kart to move. Roborun+ also has a field for the maximum acceleration and
deceleration rates. With the power levels doubled, the free spinning wheels were taking twice
as long to get up to speed, so the maximum acceleration and deceleration were doubled as
well.
During this testing, a wet spot appeared on the floor underneath the back of the Kart.
No leaks were observed in the room, so the liquid was presumed to be battery acid. The
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project’s advisor, Mr. Hite, helped inspect the batteries, where a few of the terminals appeared
to be dripping. UAH’s Office of Environmental Health and Safety was notified, and they sent
over someone from Chemical Safety to help remove the batteries. During removal, a terminal
popped out of one of the batteries. No one was harmed. The spill was cleaned and the batteries
were replaced.
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Chapter 3: Implementing Reverse
The previous team to work on the Smart Kart had attempted to implement a reverse
mode for the Kart by treating “reverse” like its own speed, transmitted by the DriveTx module
in the same functions that it used to determine speed from using two pedals. Then GPIO pins
on the DriveRx SNAP node - one of which was also used for acceleration gray code signals, and
one of which was used for braking gray code signals - to trigger a script in the motor controller.
This did not work. In fact, flipping the reverse switch while the motor was spinning would cause
the motor to simply stop (since a brake pin was being activated, and brake signals always took
precedent for safety reasons), but when the reverse switch was turned off, the motor would
resume its original speed regardless of whether the accelerator was still depressed. This posed
a safety hazard, since the driver might not expect the Kart to begin moving once the reverse
switch was disengaged.
This system was simplified by creating a separate function for “setReverse” in the
DriveTx script, setting a completely separate pin in the motor controller to “Invert Direction”
when triggered, and removing all the old reverse code. One pin on the motor controller was
connected to the DriveRx SNAP node but unused in the code, so this pin was selected as a
reverse pin. Turning off the reverse switch no longer caused the Kart to accelerate when the
pedal was not pressed. Turning on the reverse switch for the first time caused the Kart to go
into reverse mode; however, turning the switch off did not switch the Kart back to moving
forwards. During a series of tests to determine the problem, the Kart switched back and forth
between forwards and backwards seemingly at random or with unconnected events such as
pressing on the brakes. Using Portal to view information on the DriveRx SNAP node showed
that the proper code was being executed and the proper pin was being commanded to be high
and low, but probing the protoboard with a multimeter showed the pin’s actual voltage level
was not changing when it was commanded. The pin was determined to be dead, with its value
“floating” - changing randomly as the rest of the board drew more or less power. The motor
controller was connected to a different GPIO pin on the DriveRx SNAP protoboard, the script
was changed to refer to the new pin, and the Kart reversed and ceased reversing properly.
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Chapter 4: Creating the Remote Control System
Part 1: Connecting a desktop computer to a SNAP device
To be able to command the Kart from a computer, that computer needs to be
connected in some way to the SNAP radio network, which runs on a specific frequency and uses
certain communication protocols. To be able to integrate with the network, the computer
needs to do both of those things: it needs a radio, and it needs to follow the SNAP protocols.
Synapse offers a code library called “SNAP Connect” for PCs to implement SNAP protocols.
Connecting the computer to a radio, called a bridge node, could be done in three ways:
1. The PC can be connected by USB or serial to a regular SNAP protoboard node to use its
radio, and implement SNAP Connect in the user interface program on the PC. This
seemed simplest to program, but not very expandable, since any computer trying to
control the Kart would need a protoboard attached to it. This also sounded particularly
difficult to implement with a smartphone app, which was a possible future goal.
2. Synapse produced a USB dongle called a SNAP Stick intended to be used as a bridge
node. A previous RCEU student in 2014 had implemented a basic remote control
program for the Smart Kart that used a SNAP Stick and a desktop program with SNAP
Connect. Like the previous solution, however, the system was not expandable.

Figure 6: SNAP Stick[3]

3. Synapse also produced a small, self-contained PC and bridge node combination called an
e10 module. The e10 runs a Linux operating system, automatically implements SNAP
Connect, and could be connected to a desktop computer or any computer network
using a standard TCP/IP connection with an Ethernet cable, which is what the internet
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uses. Programming for this seemed most complicated of the three options, since both
the desktop PC and the e10 module would need to be programmed and TCP/IP
protocols would need to be implemented, but it could also be expanded to allow the
Kart to be driven by any computer on a local network or even the internet without
requiring a direct physical connection.

Figure 7: e10 module[4]

While researching these three options, it became apparent that none of the spare
protoboards for the Smart Kart were operational. When powered with an appropriate voltage
and connected to a computer running Portal, they did not register as connected. The SNAP Stick
was also determined to be broken when plugging it into any computer caused the cursor to
move wildly across the screen. This left the hardest but most appropriate choice, the e10
module.
Accessing the e10 module to program it requires connecting to the module to a PC and
using a terminal program to communicate with it over serial communication protocols, then
signing into the device with a username and password. Since the default username and
password supplied in the e10 documentation did not work and any other usernames and
passwords that might have been set up by past students were not available, the e10 was reset
to factory settings. Its Linux operating system and the SNAP Connect libraries were downloaded
from the internet, loaded onto a flashdrive, and reinstalled. Finally, the default login worked,
the username and password were changed to “snap” and “it’sAlive!,” and the e10’s IP address
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was changed from being dynamically assigned to being a static value so I would know how to
access it over TCP/IP.

Figure 8: The terminal program used to program the e10

A common Linux text editor called vi was used to edit Python programs on the e10. An
example program for e10 TCP/IP communications, called tcpRawLink.py, was found on the
SNAP website, implemented, and modified. Using internet resources for guidance, another
TCP/IP communications script, titled TCPComms.py, was developed in Python for the desktop
PC, and a “Hello World!” (the conventional first message of computer programming) message
was sent from the desktop to the e10, where it then showed up in the Portal program.
Part 2: Creating “remote control mode” on the Kart
For the Kart to follow commands from a desktop computer, it needs to ignore
commands from its manual controls such as the steering wheel and accelerator. SNAP nodes
communicate information by calling functions of scripts on other nodes from their own scripts,
in a process called Remote Procedure Calls (rpc’s) that’s a feature of the SNAP implementation
of Python. As an example, for the DriveTx module to communicate to the DriveRx module
whether the Kart should be reversing, it calls DriveRx’s function “setReverse” with the node’s
address as the function’s first argument and the function’s normal arguments (True or False for
reverse or not reverse) following:
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setReverse(123456, True)

To implement reverse mode, all driving-related SNAP nodes on the Kart had a function
added called remoteSwitch with one argument, isRemote (a True or False value). The SNAP
node connected to the pedals and dashboard, DriveTx, was programmed to call this function on
every other node whenever the remote control status changed, which could be due to the
remote control switch being flipped or the brake being pressed (which would automatically
terminate remote control for safety reasons). Each node would then update a value to indicate
whether remote control was on or off, and other functions in the script would check this value
and not call other nodes’ functions if remote control was on. DriveTx was also programmed to
turn on and off the remote control light in accordance with the Kart’s remote control mode
state. Testing confirmed that pressing the brake while the Kart was in remote control would
turn off the remote control light and return controls to the driver; the car would not move
when the accelerator was pressed or the steering wheel turned while remote control was on;
and the reverse light did not change status if the reverse switch was flipped while the Kart was
in remote control.
Part 3: Sending commands from the e10 to the Kart’s nodes
The e10 module, as a SNAP node, can perform rpc’s like any other SNAP node, and can
have rpc’s performed on it. Therefore, replacing the manual control with remote control
involved having the e10 call the same functions that the manual controls would. For instance,
the e10 could put the Kart in reverse mode by calling setReverse the same as the DriveTx node
could.
A program called kartcontrol.py was created on the e10 to handle rpc interfaces with
the SNAP network. The first function added was remoteSwitch, functioning exactly the opposite
of remoteSwitch on all other nodes: the e10 module would only make rpc calls if remoteSwitch
is on. In this way, the nodes with inputs could send information and control the Kart in manual
mode and the e10 could control the Kart in remote mode, without the two ever sending
conflicting commands.
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Other functions that make rpc’s were then added, including
● setReverse, which sets the value for the reverse pin on the motor controller and
sets the reverse light on the dashboard
● controlSteering, which sets the values for the servo that controls steering
● controlBrake, which sets the brake state for the motor controller
● controlDrive, which sets the accelerator state for the motor controller

Part 4: Communicating commands from the PC to the e10
For these commands on the e10 to be useful, they need to be able to be triggered by a
program running on the desktop and sending commands over TCP/IP. Since the desktop does
not run SNAP Connect or otherwise use the SNAP implementation of Python, the desktop
cannot make rpc’s and call these functions directly. Instead, a format for text sent over TCP/IP
was created to communicate which function should be called and with which argument.
Commands sent to the e10 are sent in a format like this:

function,value,value;function,value;function;function,value,value;

Function names come at the beginning, followed by an arbitrary number of parameters to be
passed to the function separated by commas, and ending with a semicolon. For instance, the
text coming from the PC to the e10 to have the Kart put in reverse would look like this:

setReverse,True;

A function to format the commands properly was added to the TCPComms.py program on the
desktop, and a separate program called commandHandler.py was written to interpret the
commands on the e10.
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Part 5: Developing a desktop interface
At this point, simple text commands could be used to control the Kart, but that’s no fun
for a project that’s meant to be used for outreach. A graphical user interface (GUI) was
developed on the desktop to show a mockup of the steering wheel and dashboard components
and to respond to user input. The GUI was written using a Python library called PyGame due to
the author’s prior familiarity with the package.
A handful of college students were informally surveyed to see which keyboard keys they
believed should be used for driving, since simple arrow keys weren’t enough to cover all Kart
functions. The consensus was that the W-A-S-D keys are commonly associated with
forwards/fast, left, backwards/slow, and right, so holding the A and D keys was mapped to
turning the steering wheel left and right, and holding the W and S keys was mapped to starting
and braking. Q was selected for speeding up and E for slowing down, with R and F toggling
reverse/forwards. Unlike in the manual controls of the Kart, going vs braking is a separate
control from the power level to be applied, so an additional gauge graphic was added to the
dashboard to show the Kart’s “gear”: at a gear of one, for example, the user could expect the
Kart to move forwards at its low speed if the W key was held. The speed gauge continues to
show the value calculated by the Hall effect sensor. An additional light was added to the GUI
dashboard as well to indicate braking, and the battery warning light was dropped.
‘Lights’ on the GUI dashboard change color from a dull color to a bright color to indicate
when the status of that light is active. The corresponding lights on the Kart change as well to
indicate to anyone sitting in the seat what their driver is doing. In the image below, the Remote
light is on and the other two lights are off. The battery and speed gauges show the actual values
from the Kart. The steering wheel angles from side to side when the appropriate steering keys
are pressed. In this image, the steering wheel is angled slightly to the right.
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Figure 9: The user interface

The GUI program, DrivingGUI.py, was integrated with the TCPComms program through
another program called SmartKartConsoleMain.py that reads in values from the GUI and passes
them on through the TCP/IP connection.
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Part 6: Integration and testing

Figure 10: The Kart with the complete remote control system. Green lines indicate wired
connections, orange lines indicate radio, and the red line indicates TCP/IP

To make the program on the e10 run on startup, without someone needing to connect
to the e10 over a serial connection to start it, a program called remote_daemon.py was
adapted from an example on the internet and implemented. It initializes the other programs on
startup and runs them in the background (the Linux term for a background process is
“daemon”).
Commands that did not cause the Kart to move were tested first. The first test involved
using the ‘R’ key on the keyboard to put the Kart in reverse mode. Since the Kart was not
moving at the time, this was verified by observing the reverse status light before and after the
key was pressed. The test passed.
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Figure 11: The remote light before and after the ‘R’ key is pressed.

Further tests of the brakes (indicated as successful by an LED on the DriveRx protoboard
that lights up when in brake mode) and the steering (the first actual movement) succeeded.
However, due to a lag of about 1 second between the keys being pressed and actions occurring,
an actual driving test was delayed until the lag could be corrected so that the Kart wouldn’t
crash into anything. Before the lag problem could be solved, a fuse attached to the servo motor
blew. The remainder of the summer RCEU program was spent trying to resolve the issue that
caused the blown fuse.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions
The blown fuse issue was unresolved by the end of the summer. Any replacement fuses
also blew. The servo can overcurrent itself if it is set to a position it cannot reach, which is why
the fuse exists, so recalibration was attempted to see if that could help the servo go back to a
normal position, which it did not. It is possible that there is a short in the Kart’s electrical
circuitry or that the firmware on the SNAP module that controls the servo needs to be
reflashed. Future students could attempt these or do their own investigations to get the Kart
back up and running. Once it is running again, the remote control system lag would need to be
investigated and reduced to make the Kart safe to remotely drive.
If the Kart could be restored to safe, normal operation, it would be easy to expand the
remote control system. The user interface running on the PC could be easily modified or even
replaced without reprogramming the communications system. A future project could add a
camera to the kart and livestream video to the program. If the e10 were plugged into a router
on the College of Engineering network, any computer in the network could run the user
interface program and control the kart; and if the e10 were plugged into a wifi router and
attached to the kart, smartphones could connect to it wirelessly and future groups could write
an app to send the proper text commands. Connecting the network to the internet could even
allow control from locations off campus or around the world without changing the Kart system.
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Figure 12: Possible future Kart control schemes. Radio connections are orange, wired
connections green, and TCP/IP connections red
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